Following the rebrand in 2012, Z-arts has gone from strength to strength. One of the successes of the rebrand was to assess the organisation’s mission and aims, which has resulted in an increased focus on working with children and families. This change in direction has seen Z-arts’ visitor figures rise from 31,000 in 2012 to 51,000 at end of the last financial year — a rise of 60% over three years.

How has Z-arts orchestrated such a successful campaign? There have been many key factors in Z-arts rise in popularity in becoming Manchester’s dedicated venue for children and families. These include: our involvement in Big Imaginations, a region-wide group of 15 venues and promoters dedicated to bringing brilliant and affordable children’s theatre to the North West; putting creative learning at the heart of our offer; and the launch of our new family membership scheme, Bright Sparks.

From grand auditoriums to rural village halls and everything in between, Big Imaginations’ mission is to spark the imaginations of children aged 0-13 years of age with the wonder of theatre. It has brought together 15 venues, including Z-arts, to make the North West’s children’s theatre offer bigger, better and more affordable.

Family audiences in the North West have responded extremely positively to the theatre programme and since 2012 there have been shows that have included Emergency Story Penguin by Slung Low; a promenade performance that took the audience on a journey through frozen lands to rescue a penguin in a submarine. More recently many venues including Z-arts have seen success with schools and public performances of Macbeth: Blood will have Blood by China Plate Theatre, which entertained children aged 9+ with an unforgettable introduction to Shakespeare’s age old tale of greed and mystery.

As well as Z-arts’ jam-packed theatre programme, we have a year-round creative learning programme for babies to teenagers and their families including visual arts, dance, drama, digital, music and much more. The creative learning programme at Z-arts is at the heart of everything we do and has been one of our greatest achievements with many activities now over-subscribed and with attendance at over 95% for all activities — after-school, weekend and holidays.

Z-arts believe that the magic ingredient to our success has been the launch of the Bright Sparks family membership scheme. The scheme was put in place to give our free creative learning programme a value and to show the families that came to take part, that although activities had no cost to them that they were a key component of the Z-arts offer.

By developing a Bright Sparks brand with a logo, membership packs, cards, t-shirts, a website and social media presence, Z-arts audiences began to buy into the...
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